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26-10-’15 
Man and Woman and Power and the ‘Return’ to Our Deeper Nature 

 The Three Stages of Woman in Her Relation to Man 
 

First something else, though related to the subject I’m about to write about. Why do 
women – and men – get confused by my texts on Man and Woman? Why is there so little true 
Reception of them, even though they are written from a Depth that you won’t find anywhere 
in texts about Man and Woman, at least not if it is about a Depth that has been actually 
Manifested on an Earthly Level – unique as this is – and written straight from the Heart, 
Man’s Heart That has become Body, a Heart that Woman seems to long for, above all? Why 
is there an almost deafening silence? I will give some clarity on this here. And this refers, of 
course, not to the fact why my texts do lack the reception that they seem to deserve and sooner 
or later will have. It’s not about ‘me’ or my writings. It’s about the Lived Truth they reveal 
and that is, still, too uncomfortable and threatening to the status quo of men as well as of 
women. 
 A schema always has, inherently, its limitations. It cannot depict reality accurately. 
Yet I will provide you with one. Obtaining at least some overview via this form is sometimes 
better than nothing. It certainly can enhance an understanding that is otherwise more difficult 
to attain, except, of course, when one actually lives the Subject, the Process of Man and 
Woman and is Open to the Truth ‘hidden’ inside it. 

 
Very roughly speaking, there are three Levels or Stages in the Development of Man 

and Woman and Their Relationship from Unconsciousness to Consciousness. The fact that 
these Levels exist simultaneously doesn’t help in getting an easy overview and understanding. 
But what to do, life happens simultaneously on all levels. 

The first stage is of an almost biological nature, one could say. Here it seems like 
‘man’ rules in the relationship between man and woman. For a great part his supposed power 
is based on the simple fact that he is, usually, physically stronger than woman. Chemical 
components as well as his more fiery nature that can easily be used in an aggressive way if 
demanded, make it more likely that men will dominate the scene of man and woman. Very 
relevant here also is the partly biological issue that woman, who has been the usual caretaker 
of children, has, or had for a long time, less or no possibilities of earning her own living and 
was therefore, partly or wholly, dependent on ‘man’. Woman, very good at estimating her 
interests, bows for ‘man’ in this setting.  

When, as part of a development in society, but also as part of a deeper development of 
the human being from Unconsciousness to Consciousness, woman becomes economically 
independent, or at least has the possibility to be so – if only, and not irrelevantly, in the form 
of having the right to receive welfare assistance, so she doesn’t have to worry too much about 
her own, physical, life and that of her children – things can and do change drastically in the 
relationship between man and woman. It appears today that the biological component in 
man’s dominance is, in fact, not so big and hardly relevant any more. There is so much to say 
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about humanity’s transition from the first stage to the second that I will only address a few 
main issues here.  

Although the transition is surely not restricted to the West, in Western societies the 
transition can be seen best so I will use this as a main reference point – also, practically 
speaking, because I grew up in that type of society and have always lived there. On the face of 
it, feminism plays an important role in the transition to a society in which woman has more 
power than in the past, albeit still less than man. Immediately, ‘by the way’, we must make a 
distinction here between power in society and power at home, in the relationship. The latter is, 
for a great part, an issue active in the Dark. 

If we look a little deeper, it appears ‘feminism’ is not so much a main cause of the 
transition from stage one to two but rather a, logical, consequence. It is not by accident 
feminism began mainly in the upper classes where survival was not the issue. This doesn’t 
mean that economic developments are the source of change instead of a motor: the Force 
Active in the background is Consciousness. In any case, in the West the second stage is 
increasingly ‘blossoming’. In many professions and in many higher educations women 
already outnumber men. If women are more highly educated they will, probably, have more 
and more power as well in dominant positions. One can easily find arguments pro or contra 
this development, but I don’t think it makes sense to be in favour of or to be against it. It is so. 
It is part of a, deeper, Process. 

 
So far, most can easily follow me in this, neutral, safe and perhaps even boring, almost 

scientific, sociological, beginning of an overview. But now it gets interesting. Now we reach 
the point where many people will start to resist and turn away. And as long as ‘I’ and my 
writings play just a marginal role – and hardly that – in the ‘normal’, material world and in 
the spiritual society, that’s it. There is no need to go against it. The resistant Ego feels safe 
enough, protected by the common opinion and view of the larger societies. And this is exactly 
what it is about: The Ego. The big Taboo. The Dark Force Ruling the scene below the 
surface. The one everyone submits to in the Dark, the one people are silent about, the one that 
should defend our interests in the dark and should, therefore, be left alone. This word ‘Ego’ 
alone will make people turn away in (repressed) disgust. Who wants to look in the Mirror and 
See him or herself? 

The resistance is so huge that I have a natural impulse to stop writing this hearticle 
now – not an unusual phenomenon when Ego feels threatened too much. ‘I’ am getting 
confused, don’t know where to start explaining what people do not see, do not want to see, I 
feel weakened, I feel like meditating instead, etcetera. The Dark Force of the Ego is so huge 
that often it takes away a ‘thought’, a revealing insight that ‘I’ had just before, just to protect 
its interests in the Dark: no better way for this than to let everything ‘rest’ in 
Unconsciousness. 

The impulse to meditate is not there as a form of escape into Man’s Safe world of 
Being, an in itself understandable escape from the Real painful and very weakening 
Resistance that is obvious if Man Allows His Heart to Be Aware of Woman’s Resistance to 
His Heart – that is: to the Actual Manifestation of It on (Her) Earthly Level. On the contrary, 
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the impulse to Meditate has to do with ‘Replenishing’ the Male Force to be able to Fight the 
Female Ego which by its nature Resists with all Her Power Man’s Light for Shining on Earth, 
Shining in Her Darkness. Entirely related, it has also to do with Seeing and Seeing more 
Deeply, more sharply, through the mist of Unconsciousness that is spread as a counter tactic 
of Ego when it feels threatened in its earthly endeavours without Heart, in endlessly and 
safely (though crazily) running after its own tail. 

Coming back to it, the subject of Woman’s Ego Resistance to what I write is in fact a 
very interesting one. As long as men – Man – do not really Touch Her world, that is Her Ego, 
Her world separate from Man, men are allowed – yes, allowed, allowed, by Her… – to write 
and say and do whatever they want, truth(ful) or not: it doesn’t really matter to Her, for it 
doesn’t Really Reach Her anyway, doesn’t Truly Touch Her. Woman secretly laughs over 
man’s philosophical and spiritual endeavours, generously lets man sweetly play with his toys 
of ‘truth’ and ‘consciousness’. So what – as long as there is no Touch. It’s cute that man has 
his hobbies. 

 
In the outside world, if you look at the forms, at how men and women function and are 

manifested as forms of two sexes, it seems that, in the Duality of Woman, Man must be the 
one who, in the first place, is associated with Ego. To me at least this was obvious – in the 
past. There is hardly a need to explain this. I came down to Earth and as a ‘sweet boy’ I 
adopted the common view that Man is selfish, hard, aggressive, unloving, who leaves a 
woman alone and so on. Yet, when in ‘my’ Natural Love Attraction to Woman I actually 
Went into Woman, things turned out to be radically different. I could not deny a deeper 
reality, a deeper Truth any longer: that it was, in fact, the opposite. This was part of my 
discovery that, in fact, everything on earth is ‘turned around’. On a deeper level everything 
turned out to be the Opposite of how the world of form presented it. Men acted out, more 
obviously than women themselves, the Female Ego that Woman on the grounds of her nature 
hid in the dungeons of Her Darkness. On Earth men followed and still follow the Female Ego, 
as slaves of the Dark – instead of it being Woman who follows Man. Their Potential Light 
was easily lost in the hidden face of the Dark Female Ego, usually already (long) before they 
had grown up. 

Man, as ‘he’ manifests in the world, is the projection, the (usually dirty) mirror of 
Woman’s Ego in the human form. He is so as long as He doesn’t ‘Add’ any Man, any Truth, 
to this and acts out the Female Drama in the world, like wanting more and more, competition, 
playing wars, improving himself, concern about his status or popularity, about safety, keeping 
on changing, renovating his house and so on. In the End, Man – if we talk about Man – 
should not simply act out the Female Force in the world but Fight, (not so much outwardly 
but primarily) Inwardly Fight, in His Male Body, Fight with the Female Ego that is fucking 
Him up, making a caricature of Him, a Woman in a male body, and even trying to Kill Him 
secretly, Kill the Divine Man He Is. He Must Address, See and Feel thoroughly in Himself 
the Pain that the Ego Is, Be(come) Aware how every little bit of Ego suffocates, deafens His 
Heart and tears it into Two, how He, unavoidably, becomes feminized when He doesn’t See 
the Female Ego entering His Body. And if there is one who would like Man to finally Do His 
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Job in this respect, to finally take it wholly seriously, it is Woman, the Divine Woman, who is 
stuck in Her Ego when Man does not, thoroughly, Address this and Feel through it, when he 
subsequently does not Give Her back the Truth and thus leaves Her alone, as usual. 

In this respect it is also good to acknowledge that ‘feminism’, although having its own 
function in the whole process of Man and Woman, wants to feminize Man, through which He 
weakens. It wants to equalize Man and Woman, equalize What by nature is not Equal, not the 
same. If only in that sense, feminism is Egoic, anti-Nature, and Separating in character. It 
wants to ‘improve’ nature according to its own secret egoic interests. It denies its Love and 
Attraction to ‘the Other’, to its Opposite. It denies Reality, the reality of Duality, the One as 
the Two.  

When in the Process of Discovering the Truth it was Revealed here that the One 
Necessarily Exists and Always Manifests as Two, it became radically Clear, in combination 
with my intense experiences in the Earthly Process with ‘woman’, that, indeed, the Female 
Side of the Coin of the Duality is associated with Ego. The Male Force Represented What is 
beyond the Ego, the Selfless. This was not an observation from ‘outside’ but it was Revealed 
in an Innermost way as a Truth of the Two. For me there was and is no fuss at all about this. It 
is just Nature. As Man I didn’t and do not feel any judgement of the fact that the Ego 
originates in the Female Side of the Coin of the Duality of Man and Woman. Only, I had to 
discover that the Loving attitude regarding this is rather exceptional here on Earth. This 
certainly has got to do with the fact that, beyond and especially below what it might seem, the 
Female Force is Ruling on Earth, mainly, and not the Male Force, even though the latter is 
Present as well (behind the scenes). The Female Force simply dictates what should be kept in 
the Dark and what may come into light. 

 
To resume the previous line of thought, in the second stage the Female Ego feels more 

and more freedom to express itself, to say and go for what it wants to have for itself. In fact, it 
wants everything that belongs to the good side of the coin of life, not only power and safety, 
so-called independence, sex, the right number of children, friends, but also the fulfilment of 
higher values like love and a good relationship, and spiritual development. From the Female 
perspective this seems all totally normal and no one can be against it, against her trying to get 
more and more satisfied, fulfilled in all these areas. Nowadays the victory march of the 
female Ego rushing through men and women is unprecedented. It even claims to be 
Enlightened. It claims wisdom and intelligence in all its poorness, confusion, greed and 
disguised suffering.  

Behind the victory march, below the mind that seems to have no limits, Woman 
doesn’t manage. She is not fulfilled. And she won’t be, not even if the second stage will be 
lived to the extreme limit, not even if She has all the power She seems to want, not even if 
She has all the freedom to develop herself in every possible way She can imagine and try out.  

The reason for this foredoomed failure is very simple: MAN. It’s not that He, in the 
second stage, in a modern egalitarian society, is still somewhere in the way of Her success. 
It’s not that He stops Her from fulfilling Herself in any way, although Woman could in theory 
and in practice keep blaming Him for this and for that, something that won’t get Her any 
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further, of course. No, also He is on the shopping list of Woman who identifies Herself with 
the Ego: to have a Man, a Perfect Man, the Prince on the White Horse, totally for herself. That 
would finalize the whole picture, the whole paradise She is, like it or not and beyond herself, 
after.  

Woman cannot have Man. Never. No Way. That She shapes Him into form and Kills 
Him by this is not the same as having Him or even having Access to Him. A Dead man is no 
Man. Just as the first stage, in which Woman ‘had to’ suppress Her Ego, is not fulfilling, the 
second stage in which She can freely express and run after its wishes and demands, isn’t 
fulfilling either. In both cases the relationship of Man and Woman doesn’t provide the 
context, the circumstance, the space where a potential fulfilment could take place. It turns out 
now, in the second stage, that the Prince appears to be a frog. Frogs are, generally speaking, 
not very adept in Freeing Woman, even though some interesting sounds may seem to come 
out every now and then. In the second stage, however, one can certainly speak of ‘progress’ in 
the sense that men are nowadays forced to, more and more, listen to women – while before, in 
the first stage, it was easier to almost entirely live aside one another and ‘meet’ mainly during 
the ‘meat’, the sexual act. Being ‘forced to’ is due to the fact that, if in the new power 
constellation they don’t listen to her, their women might and eventually (or even rapidly) will 
turn to another man – ‘forced to’ also because the power of the Female Ego is so big that, 
once it manifests, men, in the second stage, appear to be weak energetically: they do not have 
enough force to overpower Her. That they, clumsily, listen to Her Ego and not – yet – to Her 
Heart is almost unavoidable. But this one-sided listening is not the end of the Process yet. It 
has to start – and proceed – somewhere.  

In the meantime man’s first attempts to respond to Woman’s call to come closer, to 
listen to Her and no longer stay on the side, results, amongst others, in the fact that Man in 
Woman’s Eye seems very weak indeed. A deeper truth is revealed that was always there on 
earth but only now, in the second stage, can become clear. Woman becomes aware of man’s 
absence, his weakness, his incompetence. Now that She demands more of Him than just his 
seed, money and physical safety, this appears to be rather problematic. Now that She has 
more (obvious) power, now that man starts to listen to her, he weakens. It turns out that Man 
could never really deal with Woman, with Her big Female Force. Only, by overpowering Her 
on a superficial level could this earthly truth have stayed in the Dark up to now. 

There is a rapidly growing number of Western women who – and it is, in a way, a 
normal (though egoic) reaction– try to solve or compensate the loss of Man in the Western 
society by all kinds of means, especially by ‘upgrading’ themselves to ‘man’ or something 
that is supposed to look like it. Another attempt to compensate for the loss of Man is – for 
instance, but the list is almost endless – going to Africa to be properly fucked by a man, by 
what she (or her confused ego) likes to consider to be a real man. Of course this doesn’t truly 
solve Woman’s inherent lack of fulfilment in the second stage. It is a simple – and, in a way, 
desperate – attempt to combine the benefits of the second stage with the attraction to the first, 
older, stage. It is part of Woman’s Deep Resistance to Man, Man as the One Beyond her Ego, 
to split Him into Two: one higher part and one lower part. The Female Force has always 
carried this Splitting, Separating Power. Only, now in the second stage it becomes more 
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obvious. She Knows there exists, in Principle, a Third Stage. But She is afraid of that. It is 
Unknown. Woman dreams of the Prince on the White Horse of the Third Stage, but will not 
tolerate it becoming reality on earth, and at least She won’t cooperate. The frog is a bit cold 
and ugly but cute and safe. The frog cannot Address Her Ego with its desires and whims and 
wishes and demands – and pain… She prefers, still, to dwell in the Second Stage in which 
She can get for Herself almost everything She desires, including endless amounts of sperm 
from the frog, whichever frog. Everything but MAN. 

Unfortunately for Her Ego, this Man, this Something that is what is most Attractive to 
Her, is the only thing She cannot get, She cannot consume, in any way, indeed. MAN is 
Beyond Her Power, Her power that in itself reaches very far, but not farther than the earth. 
Woman, in the second stage and in spite of her many attempts, still hasn’t managed to Create 
Her perfect relationship. Only as a ‘form’ Her relationship with a man comes close to 
perfection if she’s lucky and handy, good at manipulating, and yet… it is not it. She Knows 
this and She suffers from this – albeit for a great part in the dark. For a True, Real 
Relationship with (a) Man She would have to Go Beyond her Own Ego – and She cannot Do 
that. Woman’s Ego can do everything, it is clever as hell, but not Go Beyond itself. For the 
latter MAN is needed.  

The Lack of Man in Woman’s increasingly successful second stage of Development 
symbolizes and is the very limitation and blunt failure of the second stage. 

The Third Stage, in which She Meets Man, can only be Entered in Surrender. It is not 
an effort. It’s not that She, in Her turn, just as ‘man’ had started to listen to Her in the second 
stage, starts to listen to what Man actually has to say – you never know. In principle the latter 
– finally listening to Man after Her ego has raged out and shuts up a bit finally in all its 
wishes and demands – seems a good attitude and in a way it is natural that this shows up in 
Woman’s Development if She’s frustrated deeply enough in the limitation of the second stage 
in which it turned out – and an increasing number of women have started to notice this 
already – She cannot really be the Woman She Feels Inside She Is. Indeed, Woman tried Life 
without Man – or at least life without being dependent on Man – and it appeared to be an 
empty life. In the end She doesn’t want to live with Herself – for some women a horror 
scenario anyway – but with Man.  

Listening is not enough in the Third Stage of Development of Woman, which by 
Nature entirely corresponds with the Development of the Relationship of Man and Woman – 
just like men’s listening to women in the second stage appears not to be sufficient at all: Man 
must be Present, Conscious, with Woman, not just listen. In the Third Stage Woman Allows 
Herself to Be Touched by Man, by His Presence, by His Heart. She Allows Her Ego to Be 
Touched and Seen by Him. She hides no longer behind endless excuses why the True 
Meeting, the True Touch, should be postponed, for instance the supposed absence of Man. 
She stops blaming Man for this and for that and finally becomes Responsible, as Part of His 
Heart. If She Really Wants Love, That’s what She will Know. If She, half-consciously, 
prefers Her Ego of the second Stage still, that is what she will get: Her Own Ego, no Love, or 
only Love as a spiritual gadget or attainment without it being Bodily manifested as such 
perceptible on Woman’s own Earthly Level. If She wants a man who merely listens to her and 
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the inner dramas that, in spite of the transition to the second stage, go on as always, that is 
what She’ll have. In the Third Stage Woman is no longer interested in Her Own power. She 
has lived the emptiness of it. She likes to Let Her Heart Be Awakened by Man’s Heart, 
without Which this – in spite of Her many and varied ‘spiritual’ attempts in the Second Stage 
– appears to be not Possible.  

Her supposed independence of the Second stage is Seen as a Lie, as a form of 
confusion. In the Third Stage, the Scene in Which the Divine Man and Woman can in 
Principle Meet and Manifest as Such – as the One as Two – it is Clear that there is no 
compromise between Ego and Love. In the second stage Woman tried all her best to establish 
this compromise, to have Her proudly independent ego survive and keep running after her 
wishes, her comfort and luxury, her sex, her children, her pride, her status, her safety, her 
social life, her spiritual and scientific development, while at the same time trying to squeeze 
‘love’ or something like that into it as well. Love with a Man might have been highest on the 
list of wishes, indeed, but it appeared to be not squeezable. The Drama of endless self-
fulfilment, the entire tiring show, stops when She finally is Ready to Meet and does Meet 
Man in the Third Stage.  

Only in Whole Surrender to Man will Woman Find Man, will She Find to Be Part of 
Him, of His Heart. This Meeting, this Surrender is only Possible by Recognition, Pure 
Recognition of Man. Although gestures to Man are inevitable, She cannot Come Closer to 
Him by any gesture in itself, but only by Pure Recognition in the End. As long as Woman is 
still too obsessed with Herself, with how beautiful She is, a beauty that should be recognized 
by the Prince on the White Horse sooner or later – who, then, should take Her with Him on 
His horse – this Recognition of Man will not Happen. In the Third Stage She Sees His 
Beauty, not Her Own. She doesn’t, secretly, see Him as a prolongation of Her Own Earthly 
interests any longer, ‘something’ that should Come Down and help Her out with this and with 
that, who should relieve Her of her problems, ‘something’ that should add something to her 
life. She will Find that Man is not to be added. He is the One Heart in Whom Her tearing 
Duality Needs to Return. The Third stage is a Radical Sacrifice of Woman’s life as She knew 
it in the first two Stages. 

 
By the way, the one acquainted with my work and with sharp recognition will see an 

undeniable similarity of the Three Stages of Woman’s Relationship with Man as addressed in 
this hearticle with the Three Stages of Development regarding Sexual faithfulness. (See 
chapter 58 of “Man and Woman”.) In the First Stage Woman fucks with and submits (or 
seems to submit) to the strongest man in the group, the alpha ape, and She is, in principle, 
sexually faithful to him – if he enforces this. He seems to have the strongest genes, if he is so 
powerful to be able to rule over other men. (There is certainly also a relation here with women 
falling for the spiritual man sitting on the stage and seemingly knowing better than other 
men.) In the Second Stage, in the world of the many, Woman starts to fuck around, explore. 
There is no One Man available, it seems. She tries to get and gather a bit of ‘man’ here and a 
bit of ‘man’ there. There is no sexual faithfulness – although She can egoically force herself 
to be ‘faithful’. Even if She is ‘married’ there is at least no inner faithfulness (and, if she has 
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the chance, no outer sexual faithfulness either) to her ‘man’ who She chose on egoic grounds. 
In the Third Stage Woman found Her Man, Her Ego is Addressed and Seen, and She is 
sexually faithful. Now Heart and Body have become One. There is no longer a need for 
satisfying Herself through associating intimately with different (types of un-whole) men. She 
Recognizes His Body as Herself, His Heart that has become Body by Meditating-Feeling 
through the Pain of Woman’s (Ego’s) Unfaithfulness to Man, to the Man of her Heart 
(including Unfaithfulness in the Sexual sense), the Pain of Her ‘faithfulness’ to Herself as 
someone other than and separate from Man. 

 
I understand people’s hope for a better world if the Second Stage expands more and 

more, if women increasingly take over power from men. The world would get softer, more 
peaceful, less aggressive, feeling would be more permitted, there would be more cooperation 
instead of competition, and so on. This is wishful thinking, not grounded in the Reality of 
Man and Woman. As long as the Ego rules in the Dark, its wicked expressions will always 
continue to manifest, by man-forms in the forms of wars, economic expansion and 
exploitation of the earth, for instance, and by women-forms in perhaps subtler but not less 
destructive ways in the background. 

More realistically, it will take long, very long before the Third Stage is established 
here on earth as a (more) common pattern and widespread. For that to Happen there’s no way 
around it: Man will have to Learn to deal with Woman’s, overt or hidden but anyway big and 
powerful, Ego – under penalty of staying a theoretically free prisoner on earth, prisoner of 
Ego that He became and stayed. Frankly, the common man and even the more developed 
man, is far from Ready for This, this intense but Great Magnificent Work. Man is not a 
serious match for Her (Ego) yet. He’ll need many many matches to Shine a little Light in the 
Dark Cave of Woman(’s Ego). And the Fire is dangerous. 

In the meantime, when ‘Man’ is still struggling, still struggling to gain Clarity on the 
Female Ego in Himself – and, true, before He has managed to have this it doesn’t make sense 
to and in fact He cannot seriously Address the Ego in the Female Body – Woman in or on the 
threshold of the Third Stage of Her Realization, whether impatiently or rather patiently, will 
turn to (a) Man who already Does His Job, who is Truly with Woman, who Knows Her for 
He Saw Her Inside Himself, who, therefore, has not, no longer withdrawn from actually 
Meeting her Ego, Touching it, from Letting Himself Be Touched by it, from Feeling Her Ego 
Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily. Woman’s Ego, the Queen in Her drive for expansion to 
take over the world, the profane and the spiritual world… If it is Touched, this Ego appears to 
Be just ordinary Pain, albeit a very big old structural Pain, as old as the world in fact, the 
world of Form not Realizing itself to Be (Inherent and Inseparable Part of) Man’s World, the 
Formless world of The Heart. The Pain of Separation.  

In the meantime, Woman – the Divine Woman in Her – can stimulate and hurry men 
up a bit, or a lot, by rejecting them, by not allowing them in Her Body, not before they Do 
their Job (of Realizing Himself as (Being) Man and, on the Grounds of That, Transcending 
the Ego), thoroughly, not before She doesn’t Recognize the Man in Him. Rejection of men is 
Woman’s great weapon, the other side of the same coin of Her Sexuality. In the course of 
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Woman’s journey through Her several Stages, this Rejection will change from rejection of 
men who don’t please her Ego to rejection of men who please her Ego, who comfort Her in 
Her stuckness that the Ego is, who are afraid of the painfulness of truly addressing it, who are 
afraid of Woman’s Pain of Old, who are afraid of approaching Woman, who are afraid of 
Woman Herself, or whose Sword of Truth is not sharp enough anyway. Only if Man has 
thoroughly Felt and lived to See Woman’s rejection of Him, of His incapacity to Be Himself 
as Man in Her Female world of Form, only if He is thus Wholly Available for and Present in 
the Third Stage of Woman, the rejection is not needed any more. Still continuing rejecting 
Him then means the rejection will, via His Mirror, turn against Herself. 

 
In the beginning, the human is born as (part of the) one, but unconscious. Then His 

fate is to be torn in Two, into the many. By this He becomes Conscious, aware of His 
suffering, His separation. In the end, having bowed and accepted His suffering, He Reunites 
Heaven and Earth, Light and Dark, in His Body, something that is only possible if the Two, 
Man and Woman are Known, if they have been Allowed to, Truly, Meet, Explode and Merge. 


